Heritage quality,
through and through.

There are several compromises usually
made when adapting a 73 preamp for the
500 Series, but none that you will find in the
73JR II. The 73JR II uses the full 3 gain stage
circuit for up to 80 dB of gain with noise
of -125dBu EIN all over the gain positions.
The 73JR II uses a true 24volt on board
power supply for identical performace and
distortion point.
The 73JR II uses only discrete, through hole
traditional components and hand labor for
that great 70s vibe.
The output transformer is a custom Carnhill,
made for in the St Ives factory. The input
transformer is a custom Carnhill, made in
Carnhill’s Oxford factory — this one has a
huge impact on the extra mojo of the unit,
and is the same one found in our higherend 80 Series modules.
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Real deal
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